
Oil

After rising sharply during the previous two sessions, the international crude oil market traded a bit down yesterday. The Brent front 
month contract fell 0,56 USD/bbl, closing at 68,91 USD/bbl on a day, where focus on the market appeared to return to the rising output 
in the US, where production is currently at a record high of 10,4 million dollars per day. Early Friday, the sentiment has however turned 
bullish again, on signals from OPEC that the current production cut deal will very likely be extended.

Gas
Following a week with quite big price gains, the European gas markets traded down in Thursday’s session. This despite the fact that 
weather forecasts still projects temperatures below average in Northern Europe for the rest of the month. The NCG Cal-19 contract 
closed the day at 17,49 EUR/MWh, down 0,06 EUR/MWh against the previous close.

Coal
There were further losses on the European coal market yesterday, as prices continue to fall on weak demand both in Europe and in Asia. 
Furthermore, production has ramped up in several leading coal-producing countries such as Colombia, Australia and Indonesia, adding 
to the bearish sentiment on the market.

Carbon

Thursday opened very bullishly on the European carbon emission allowance market, but the sentiment changed later in the day. 
Although there is still a lot of activity on the quota auctions, there is a feeling among traders that the market is a bit overbought now. 
Therefore, the upside suddenly came to an end yesterday afternoon. The benchmark quota contract closed at 12,34 EUR/t, down 0,31 
EUR/t against the previous close. The market falls further early Friday.

Hydro
The forthcoming weekend looks quite wet in the Nordic area, but the conditions will turn drier from around Monday. From then on, the 
rest of the month looks very dry, and temperatures are also set to remain well below average. The Nordic hydro balance has decreased 
to its weakest level since last autumn, as it is now expected in a deficit of 1,5 TWh in two weeks’ time. 

Germany

On the German power market, we saw a slight downside yesterday. The coal-dependent German market continues to receive bearish 
support from a coal market, which falls sharply at the moment. Furthermore, the volatile carbon emission market traded down as well 
yesterday. The German Cal-19 contract closed Thursday at 35,20 EUR/MWh, down 0,25 EUR/MWh against the previous close. Friday 
looks bearish however.

Equities
Yesterday, we saw a massive downside on both the European and the US stock markets. The losses were heaviest in Europe, where 
the S&P 500 Index edged down 2,52 %. The reason behind the losses is the ongoing trade war preparations for several countries, most 
recently the US and China. The market will also have an eyes on news regarding this topic today.

Conclusion

Very cold weather forecasts remain the most important price driver on the Nordic power market. This was proven again yesterday, 
where the Q2-18 contract rose 0,53 EUR/MWh to a new all-time high of 32,75 EUR/MWh. Further out the curve, the YR-19 contract 
rose 0,06 EUR/MWh despite the bearish sentiment on both the coal and carbon emission markets. It closed at 28,31 EUR/MWh. Follow-
ing big price gains earlier in the week, the market appears to trade a bit down today
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